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CAST IRON DRAINAGE TECHNOLOGY

Incorporating 5 different companies, AYDINGROUP, 

dating back to 1974, is one of the most important 

establishments leading pipe sector in Turkey for many 

years. 

AYDIN GLOBAL, within Aydın Group, entered into cast 

iron pipe industry with a new brand upon seeing the 

demand for innovation in increasingly developing cast 

iron pipe and fittings industry .

The group puts its power in the field of  seamless pipe 

into the service of mechanical installation sector for 

waste water and rain drain pipes with PAG® brand. 

Long standing market experience of the management 

of company in the field of cast-iron pipe brought a new 

alternative to the sector.

Determination of the fact that pvc-based pipes

accelerated fire transfer regarding the fires occurred in 

high buildings in the world, especially in the recent 

did not escape the attention of public and it was 

observed that the use of  cast iron-pipe in waste 

water lines has increased every year thanks to the 

positive effect of new fire code. 

Routine use of cast-iron pipe rapidly increases espe-

cially in shopping malls, hospitals, hotels and 

residences in the category of high buildings where 

human density is high.

 Aydın Global offers high level of inventory, price 

advantage and full certification thanks to recently 

created PAG® brand, the first organized cast-iron 

pipe brand in our region.

PAG® brand aims to turn the competition in the 

market to the advantage of installation sector.
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Cast iron drainpipes with lameller graphite
are the most suitable type of pipe for drainage
of rain and wastewater from buildings.

Since the beginning of 80's in Europe, cast-iron waste

water systems with couplings replaced old model

drainage pipes with socket.

ADVANTAGES OF PAG®

CAST IRON DRAINAGE SYSTEMS

Ŕ� *ODMVEFE� JO� $MBTT� "� OPO�DPNCVTUJCMF� CVJMEJOH�

 materials category, cast iron pipes do not contribute 

 to the fire development, they have no thermal load.

Ŕ� *O� ţSFT� QFPQMF� HFOFSBMMZ� MPTF� UIFJS� MJWFT� EVF� UP

 intoxication.

 Smoke generation is not available in cast iron pipes.

Ŕ� 'PMMPXJOH�UIF�UFTUT�JU�XBT�BTDFSUBJOFE�UIBU�DBTU�JSPO

 pipes and fittings maintain their structure and

 functionality during fire.

Ŕ� $BTU� JSPO� QJQFT� BSF� FOWJSPONFOUBMMZ� GSJFOEMZ�� 5IFZ�

 are made of recyclable material and recycled again. 

Ŕ� $BTU� JSPO� QJQFT�NJOJNJ[FT� OPJTF� EVF� UP� ESBJOQJQFT

 in the buildings.

Ŕ� *U� JT� QPTTJCMF� UP� DVU� DBTU� JSPO� QJQFT� RVJDLMZ� JO� UIF

 desired dimensions with proper tools.

Ŕ� /P�DSBDLJOH�SJTL�JO�MPX�UFNQFSBUVSFT�

Ŕ� *U�JT�FBTZ�UP�MBZ�UIFN�JOUP�UIF�DPODSFUF�JU�JT�FTQFDJBMMZ

 suggested in raft foundation applications.

Ŕ� 1"(�3BQJE�DPVQMJOHT�FOTVSF�GBTU�BOE�SFMJBCMF�DPOOFD

 tion with high sealing characteristics.

Ŕ� 0XO� JOUFSOBM� TUSVDUVSF� PG� DBTU� JSPO� QJQFT� JT� SBUIFS

 resistant to positive and negative internal pressure

 even to a large extent.

Ŕ�Cast iron pipes never produces thermal expansion as 

 in PVC pipes. (Plastic pipes are likely to become shorter

 and longer based on temperature and they may cause

 problems at connection points.

Ŕ� *O� DPNQBSJTPO� UP� QMBTUJD� QJQFT� DBTU� JSPO� QJQFT� BSF

 least likely to be broken with impact once fittings 

 have been installed.

Ŕ�%VF�UP�UIFJS�TFBNMFTT�TUSVDUVSF�UIFZ�BSF�BWBJMBCMF�GPS�

 cutting and using even in very short lengths, rate of 

 waste is close to almost zero.

Ŕ�0ODF�UIF�JOTUBMMBUJPO�JT�DPNQMFUFE�FYUSB�QBSUT�DBO�CF�

 recycled without any problem.

Ŕ�*O� DPNQBSJTPO� UP� JUT� SJWBMT� 1"(�DBTU� JSPO�QJQFT� BOE�

� ţUUJOHT�PŢFST�JUT�DVTUPNFST�UIF�TBNF�RVBMJUZ�JO�CFUUFS��

 conditions.
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MATERIAL SPECIFICATIONS (EN 877 Requirements)

Density
Around 7,2 kg/dm 3 (71,5 kN/m3)

Tensile Strength
For fittings ≥ 150 MPa 
For pipes ≥ 200 MPa

Compressive Strength
Approx. 3 to 4 times of   
Tensile Strength

Shear Strength
Approx. 1,1 to 1,6 times of   
Tensile Strength

Crushing Strength
(Maximum compression strength
≥ 350 MPa

Modulus of Elasticity
Between 8 x  104  ile 12 x 104 N/mm2 

Poisson’s  Ratio
~(0,3)

Heat Resistance
Pag SML, complies to A2 fire class
according to E13501 standard-
fireproof*

Coefficient of Linear Expansion
Only 0,0105 mm/mK (Between
��UP����l�$
�OFBSMZ�FRVBMT�UP�UIBU�PG
concrete; easily reinforced with
concrete

Chemical Strength
Pag SML is highly resistible against
domestic sewage water with a Ph value
between pH2 and Ph12 (EN 877).

Coefficient of thermal conductıvity
50-60 W/mK (Under 20°C)

 

SML STANDARTS

Moreover, PAG SML piping systems are in compliance with any applicable local, European and
International standards.
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EN 877 I  This standard covers mechanical specifica-

tions, materials, dimensions and tolerances, composi-

UJPO�BOE�DPBUJOH�SFRVJSFNFOUT�GPS�UIF�QJQFT�ţUUJOHT�BOE�

DPVQMJOHT�� 'VSUIFSNPSF� SFRVJSFNFOUT� PG� %*/� ������

and ISO 6594 were exceeded with this standard.

CE I  5IJT�TUBOEBSE�JT�SFRVJSFE�GPS�DFSUJGZJOH�DPNQMJBODF�

of the product with free trade under EU. Implementa-

tion of CE mark is subject to a declaration of

performance (DOP). CE mark is not based on third 

QBSUZ� RVBMJUZ� UFTUT�� 0OMZ� ŤBNNBCJMJUZ� UFTU� JT� FOPVHI��

Manufacturer certifies that the product is in

compliance with CE.

EN1561 I  Standard for the products made of cast iron 

with lamellar graphite.

EN 14366 I  Standard for measuring the level of noise in 

wastewater installations (German National Standard: 

DIN 4109)

EN 1610 I  Standard for the tests and construction of 

Contaminated water channels and drain systems.

EN 12056 I  This standard includes design and calcula-

tion of in-building gravity wastewater drainage 

systems. It further covers; 

Ŕ�(FOFSBM�BOE�QFSGPSNBODF�SFRVJSFNFOUT

Ŕ�3PPG�ESBJOBHF�QMBO�BOE�DBMDVMBUJPO

Ŕ�1MBOOJOH�BOE�DBMDVMBUJPO�PG�XBTUFXBUFS�MJGUJOH�QMBOUT�

Ŕ� *OTUSVDUJPOT� GPS� JOTUBMMBUJPO� UFTU� PQFSBUJPO�NBJOUF-

nance and usage.

EN 752 I  Standard for outdoor rainwater and waste-

water drainage systems.

 *The following phenomenon was certified in Attachment 2. of EN877standard: “As per this European
EJSFDUJWF� QSPEVDUT� NBEF� PG� DBTU�JSPO� BSF� OPOŤBNNBCMF� BOE� ţSFQSPPG� QSPEVDUT�� *O� DBTF� PG� B� ţSF
they maintain their functional specifications and reliability for hours; that is the pipes are resistant to
ŤBNFT� BOE� HBTFT� CFGPSF� GSBDUVSFT� JO� UIFJS� XBMMT� GBJMVSF� PS� DSJUJDBM� EFGPSNBUJPOT� PDDVS�� *OUFHSJUZ� PG
vertical and horizontal pipes are maintained."



PRODUCTION TECHNOLOGY
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COATING TECHNOLOGY FOR SML PIPES AND FITTINGS

MARKING

A reddish brown, minimum 40 µm, acrylic paint is applied from the exterior surface of
PAG® SML pipes in compliance with EN877 standard  PAG

7

Angle

Marking Fittings 

Diameter

Production date

Brand

European Standard

CE marking

Product 

Pipe diameter

Brand

European Standard

Production date

CE marking

01.18

01.18

As to fittings, a special epoxy paint with a surface
thickness of 70 µm on average is applied. The paint is 
applied via dipping method and it is extremely long 
lasting and compatible with pipe coating. Fittings are 
oven dried approximately for 45 minutes at 180 °C after 
painting. In this way; an extremely strong connection is 
ensured between casting element and coating and 
there occurs a thermal and chemical resistance beyond 
the values anticipated in EN877.

PAG SML pipe and fittings are branded through an infor-
mative marking that shows manufacture of the product 
retrospectively and the branding standard gives infor-
NBUJPO�BCPVU�UIF�RVBMJUZ�PG�UIF�QSPEVDU�

Cast-iron pipe and fittings are branded during the 
production in accordance with BS EN877 European 
Standard as is seen below. 

As for the interior surface of the pipes, a binary compo-
nent special epoxy resin with a thickness of 130µm on 
average is sprayed these parts. 



RESISTANCE OF THE INSIDE COATING OF PAG® SML
PIPES AND FITTINGS

_ Durability of inside coating

Durability
Up to
23C

Up to
50C

Up to
80C

Quality

pH0

pH1 (except for organic acids)

pH2 (except for organic acids)

Chemical cleaning agents

Descaling agents

Oxydants

Stain remover

Disinfectants

Detergents

Solvents

Drain cleaners

Water, salts

Ph12

pH13

Inner coating of PAG® Cast Iron pipes

is applied so as to be resistant to

corrosion and most of the chemicals.

Smooth surface prevents accumuation

and eliminates waste water drain

challenges. Internal expoxy coating

of the pipes and fittings are matched

in terms of maintenance of the system.EN
 87

7

= Availability
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Epoxy resin inner coating (130 µm) A
B

C

Lamellar graphite gray cast iron

Outer coating (40 µm acrylic)

You should ensure that the cast-iron pipe and fittings 

products of your choice are compatible. The basic 

principle regarding the coating is that pipes, fittings and 

any type of accessories show well performance with-

out allowing any weak points. Coatings are main instru-

ments aiming at pipes and fittings to havethe same 

lifecycle with that of the building. Made of epoxy resin, 

PAG®, which is constantly tested, provides the coating 

RVBMJUZ�ZPV�OFFE�XJUI�JOOFS�DPBUJOH�JOTUBMMBUJPOT�



WHY TO USE CAST IRON PIPES!?

Low level of acustic noises
reduced sound transmission

100%recyclable
environment-

friendly material

Resistant to fire PAG® SML
pipe and fittings A2-s1-d0

Low thermal expansion not
sustectible to temperature

changes.Thermal expansion
coefficient similar to concrete,
so the pipes maybe cemented

High quality internal pipe
epoxy coating with

two-component system

Easy  installation

Smooth inner surfaces ensure
excellent flow waste water 

Compliance with
EN Standards

Outer coating with
strong epoxy paint 

Anti-Corrosion Coating



NOISE INSULATION

_ Noise protection is one of the most
important advantages of PAG® SML products.
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Ŕ� 1MBOF�/PJTF�����E#	"


Ŕ� .VTJD�����E#	"


Ŕ� 5SBťD����E#	"


Ŕ� )PVS����E#	"


Ŕ� 4OPXGBMM����E#	"


As stated in Annex-F of  EN 877, cast iron pipes in
compliance with this standard have very good 
mechanical characteristics. Based on high masses of 
pipe wall thicknesses per unit area in addition to design 
characteristics of joints, cast iron pipe systems ensures 
significant sound reduction benefits while waste water 
and rain water inside the building is disposed. No addi-
UJPOBM�TPVOE�QSPUFDUJPO�JT�SFRVJSFE��	4FF��&/�����QBHF�
33 Annex F)
In German national standards, acceptable sound levels 
in residences are described as follows;
- In saloons and bedrooms 30 Db(A)
- In classrooms and offices 35 Db(A)
These values are not valid for the inner part of the men-
tioned independent section; but for the neighboring 
independent sections.

Reduction of noise level in real terms depends mainly 
on correct installation, density of the walls and ceiling 
as well as the amount of water inside the pipe.
However, cast iron drainpipes are, in any case, adopted 
as the most suitable wastewater pipes to reduce noise 
CFZPOE�RVFTUJPO�

Noise level test must be conducted in consideration of 
EN14366 “Laboratory measurement standard for the 
noise in waste water installations.’’
This standard is only applicable to the pipelines and 
that regulates the actions regarding the in-laboratory 
measurement of air-based or structure-based noise, 
caused by waste water and rainwater installations.

50�13&7&/5�4536$563&�#03/&�	8"--
�/0*4&
-Piping system must not Contact with the wall or the 
ceiling at any point.
-Fixing couplings must definitely be rubber (elastic).
-It is allowed to use acoustic damper while passing 
through very sensitive independent sections. Although 
acoustic damper is not used very commonly, it is able 
to reduce sound level until 5 Db/A (2 l/sec.)

50�13&7&/5�"*3�#03/&�/0*4&
Refers to the sound arising out of the water inside the 
pipes.
- 88° branches with 45° inlet angle must be used while 
passing from assemblies to vertical line. 
- 45° branch and 45° bend must be used while passing 
from vertical to assemblies.

Pursuant to international norms, it is strictly forbidden 
to pass wastewater pipes openly in the areas that pass 
through living spaces. In addition to suspended 
ceilings, it is allowed to install gypsum panel or rock-
wool coating in pipelines passing through suspended 
ceiling, thus insulation could be improved.

Experimental installation for waste water system, placed on 

installation wall with different pipe couplings (dimensions in the 

image are not compatible with the exact dimensions, and the 

dimensions are provided in mm).

1) Vertical pipe support

2) Branch 100/100/88°

3) Bracket

4) PAG® Rapid Couplings

Vertical
pipe support

Going to
water collection
tank

Installation wall going
to water collection 
tank 220 kg/m2

®

Bracket

EG (first 
floor) at the end

Water intlet

UG (first floor) 
on the front

EG (first floor) 
on the front

Garret

UG (first floor)
at the end

Branch
100/100/88°

Basement elbow together
with intermediate
balancing line 24x45°

Basement floor

~ 1
30

0
~ 6

00

~ 5
50

~ 1000

23
5

30
50

16
0

~2500 ~500 ~200

~2500 ~500 ~200

30
50

41
0

150

~ 5
70

~ 1050

PAG
Rapid clamp



ACOUSTIC PROTECTION
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PAG® Acoustic Damper PAG® Acoustic Damper, this product, used to minimize structure-based 

sound level,  can be used with any cast-iron fixing coupling between

DN 50 and DN 150.

*O�B�ŤPX�SBUF�PG���M�TFD��JU�JT�QPTTJCMF�UP�PCUBJO�MPX�WBMVFT�VQ�UP���E#S�

A type of damper, this product is mounted between the wall and fixing

element.  

2 dampers are enough for a pipe, 3 meters in length.Load bearing capacity

Horizontal: 400 N

Vertical: 1000 N

0,1250 - 150

DN Kg.

dB(A)

35

30

25

20

15

10

5

0

5 dB(A)

19 dB(A)

Noise is reduced 
5 times

Noise is reduced 
25 times

Noise is reduced 
2,5 times

35 dB(A)
Standard for bath
and kitchen

30 dB(A)
Standard for
bedroom and lounge

26 dB(A)
PAG® pipe without
rubber lined clamp

PAG® pipe with
rubber lined clamp

PAG® Pipe with
acoustic dampener

*The test was conducted with 2l/sec. and 250±50 kg/m in compliance with EN 14366.

At the bottom of the page, vertical pipe can be seen as 

unfixed to wall, i.e., the noise level when the four sides 

of the pipe are open. This test was conducted in order 

to isolate air back-stroke.

Tests indicate that drainage system from cast iron with 

rapid coupling has a very low noise level as an inde-

pendent system.

What is important in sound isolation is to do with wall 

and ceiling connections, e.g., the connection of piping 

system with the wall and/or ceiling.

If the sound insulation elements are used additionally, 

noise level can be significantly reduced up to level that 

human ears are unable to hear (see the table).



FIRE PROTECTION

MATERIAL FIRE CLASS

FIRE LOAD CONCEPT

THERMAL EXPANSION COEFFICIENT 

Advantages of PAG®
 SML cast-iron drainage

system are certified by TSE:
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A2-s1, d0

EN 877 Annex-F refers to the fact that products with 

$MBTT�"�ŤBNNBCJMJUZ�BSF�OFWFS�DPNCVTUJCMF�BOE�ŤBN-

mable. Structural integrity of pipe walls will not be 

JNQBJSFE�BHBJOTU�ŤBNF�BOE�HBTFT�GPS�B�MPOH�UJNF�BOE�

there will not be any major deformations such as frac-

tion or strokes.

That the integrity of pipe line is protected throughout 

all building refers to the fact that fire transfer due to 

wastewater pipe will not take place.

Hiding behind the old national classifications and due 

UP�UIF�GBDU�UIBU�JU�JT�FBTJFS�UP�GVMţMM�UIF�SFRVJSFNFOUT�PG�

these standards, many plastic pipe manufacturers in 

Europe performs classification declarations on the 

basis of these standards.

Many plastic pipe manufacturers have not completed 

their tests on the basis of EN 13501-1 test standard as 

JT�SFRVJSFE�BOE�UIBU�UIFZ�IBWFOōU�TUJMM�EFDMBSFE�XIJDI�

fire category they are included in pursuant to this 

standard.

For instance; a plastic pipe brand, which is indicated as 

B1 in German national standard, will have to be includ-

ed in a scale that extends from B to C in the recent EN 

13501-1. That is to say; in other words, it is highly likely 

that a PVC pipe brand, which is considered 

Thermal expansion coefficient of cast-iron is only 

0,0105mm/Mk. In a pipe with DN100 diameter, a 

5,3mm expansion can be seen in a 50C9 temperature 

change. And such expansion is already absorbed by 

couplings. Again to make a comparison, thermal 

expansion of a polyethylene plastic pipe 10 meter in 

length is 45 mm in a 50 Cg temperature change. This 

is why it is essential to use high-cost fire-arrester

couplings in their assembly. It was witnessed that 

these sockets failed to cover fire zone in some fires.

Ŕ� /PO�DPNCVTUJCMF� 	"�� ţSF� DMBTT� BDDPSEJOH� UP� &/�

13501 standard

Ŕ�/P�TNPLF�JT�QSPEVDFE�EVF�UP�UIF�TZTUFN�	T�


Ŕ�5IFSF�JT�OP�NBUFSJBM�CVSOJOH�PS�ESPQQJOH�PŢ�EVF�UP�

heat (d0)

PAG®
 cast-iron pipes are produced from lamellar

graphite cast iron raw material in accordance with 

EN1561. This product is in the category of Class A1 

OPO�ŤBNNBCMF� DPOTUSVDUJPO� NBUFSJBM� BDDPSEJOH� UP�

DIN1402 and it is strictly fireproof. 

Since cast-iron pipe and fittings are in the class of 

TUSJDUMZ�OPO�ŤBNNBCMF�QSPEVDUT��OP�ţSF�MPBE�SBUFT�BSF�

BWBJMBCMF�� 5IF� EFţOJUJPO� PG� ţSF� MPBE�� JU� FRVBMT� UP� UIF�

amount of energy when a product burns. Such value 

EFQFOET�PO�UIF�UZQF�BOE�BNPVOU�PG�ŤBNNBCMF�NBUFSJ-

al used in the manufacture of the product. In the earlier 

European norms, it was allowed up to 7kWh/m forma-

tion of fire load on stairs which are emergency exit 

routes. However; no fire load is allowed in these parts 

of the building as per a recent degree in Germany. To 

make a comparison here; 1KG POLYETHYLENE (PE) 

creates a 12 kWh fire load; and the energy revealed by 

lkg fuel oil 11, 7kWh.



FIRE PROTECTION
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as B in German National standard, is included in B2 or 

C Class following the result of a test to be conducted 

as per EN 13501-1. Furthermore, SMOKE(s) and 

DROP(d) categories are not included as a breakdown 

JO�UIF�PME�DMBTTJţDBUJPO��/PX�JU�JT�OPU�POMZ�SFRVJSFE�UP�

state A-B-C as fire categories but also dropping and 

smoke categories on the products and declare the 

same in the catalogues.

EN 13501-1 covers all these details as test specifica-

tions.

No flash over in cast iron pipes.

*O�DBTF�PG�B�UIFSNBM�ŤPX�EFOTJUZ�XJUI�B�IFBU�SFMFBTF�PG�

15 to 20 Kw/m2 or a smoke heat of 500-600 C, it will 

JNNFEJBUFMZ� ŤBTI� XJUI� UIF� DPNCVTUJCMF� NBUFSJBMT�

UIFSFBCPVUT�� 'PMMPXJOH� UIF� JNNFEJBUF� ŤBTIPWFS� JU�

becomes impossible to escape from the building or 

the whereabouts.

No flaming drops in cast iron pipes.

"T�UP�QMBTUJD�QJQFT�UIFZ�USBOTNJU�UIFJS�ŤBNF�ESPQT�UP�

downstairs after maximum 10 minutes during a fire. In 

the tests, the fire often effected downstairs as drop-

QJOH�EFTQJUF�UIF�ţSF�TUPQQFS�DPVQMJOHT�JO�ŤPPS�USBOTJ-

UJPOT��BOE�BT�B�RVJDL�ŤBNF�USBOTGFS�UP�VQTUBJST�

Very limited smoke generation in cast iron pipes 

When the entire pipe line is mounted correctly with 

PAG RAPID couplings, piping system remains closed. 

And the very limited smoke likely to generate in inter-

nal coatings remains inside the system. Then it is 

discharged from ventilation lines out of the building.

For instance, 10 kg PE (refers to around 8 m plastic 

pipe) throws off approximately 23.000 m3 poisonous 

smoke, such amount of smoke gives is so strong as 

not to give any chance of survival in anyone in a build-

JOH�DPOTJTUJOH�PG�����ŤBUT�FBDI�PG�XIJDI�BSF�����N2.

As per Article C of Annex 2, titled "Flammability Cate-

gories of Construction Materials according to 

EN13501-1" of the Regulation once again, A1 refers to 

OPO�ŤBNNBCMF� BOE� "��TM�E�� SFGFST� UP� �)"3%-:�

'-".."#-&��DMBTT��4JODF�UIF�FYJTUFODF�PG�ŤBNNBCMF�

materials are subject to evaluation in EN13501-1, 

regardless of their amount, PAG® SML cast-iron pipes 

are included in class A2-sl-d0. This documented with 

the fire test, conducted in         fire laboratories. How-

ever; PAG® SML pipe coatings never include pipe 

coating to cause fire; this is why PAG® SML is still in 

Class A1 as per German standard, and it is considered 

to be NON-FLAMMABLE. 

No matter what the duration of fire is; cast iron is 

OPO�ŤBNNBCMF�BOE�'*3&�1300'�



As a matter of principle ISO 9001:2008 is the group of 

SVMFT� BJNJOH� UP� JODSFBTF� UIF� RVBMJUZ� PG� QSPEVDUT� BOE�

services given by internationally accepted companies. 

IS09001:2008 formalizes IS09000 standards, docu-

ments and manuals; currently, there are approximately 

more than 20 documents, further new and reviewed 

documents are constantly added in order to meet 

OFDFTTBSZ�SFRVJSFNFOUT�PG�UIF�DPNQBOJFT�BOE�JODSFBTF�

business models thereof.

In December 2008, ISO introduced revised Quality 

Management Standards based on process modeling. 

The point underlined in this document was the issue of 

Customer Satisfaction and Continuous development.

Performance measurement, monitoring and measuring 

Owner of PAG® cast-iron pipe brand, AYDINGLOBAL 

IBT�UIFTF�UISFF�TFQBSBUF�RVBMJUZ�NBOBHFNFOU�TZTUFN�

EN 877 European Standard regarding "Cast-iron pipes 

fittings and connection elements used for water drain 

of buildings" defines technical specification and speci-

fies testing methods and product control. EN877 stan-

EBSE�SFHVMBUFT�BMM�DPOEJUJPOT�XJUI�SFTQFDU�UP�UIF�RVBMJUZ�

and engineering of seamless cast-iron pipes. 

*Solid Iron Composition 

*Dimensions

*High mechanical performance

*Active traceability in production facilities

*Special terms for couplings

*High level of protection against corrosion

*Coating strength including applications within raft 

foundation

$&�RVBMJUZ�NBSL�JT�VTFE�UP�TQFDJGZ�VUJMJUZ�PG�UIF�QSPEVDU�

and determine the value of the product within the 

frame of customer-producer relationship and it is 

optional. However, CE mark, which indicates that the 

QSPEVDU�NFFUT�CBTJD�RVBMJUZ�BOE�TBGFUZ�SFRVJSFNFOUT�JT�

obligatory. Its scope is restricted to health and opera-

tional safety. It is in fact intended for the authorities 

responsible for market supervision. Thanks to CE mark, 

national customs authorities can determine whether or 

OPU�UIF�QSPEVDUT�NFFU�CBTJD�TBGFUZ�SFRVJSFNFOUT��BOE�

thus they will be allowed to enter into European Com-

munity or be transported among candidate countries.

It has been essential since September 1, 2009 that cast- 

iron waste water pipe and fittings have CE marking on 

them which are produced in compliance with EN877.

ISO14001 Standard is a standard created to minimize 

the damage to environment.

ISO14001 applications in general show parallelism with 

fulfillment of legal obligations.

ISO14001 is not a product standard, it deals with how it 

is produced rather than what is produced.

It is a management system on a volunteer basis which 

is applicable to any business organizations regardless 

of sector and scale.

PAG®CAST-IRON PIPE and FITTINGS 
APPROVALS

ISO 9001:2008

ISO 14001:2004 ENVIRONMENTAL
MANAGEMENT SYSTEM

OHSAS is for the following areas;

Hazard identification, risk assessment and risk audit 

planning

OHSAS management program 

Construction and Responsibility 

Training, Awareness and capacity 

Consultancy, attendance and communication

Process control (control of activities) Preparation for, 

and response to Emergency 

OHSAS 18001:2007

EN 877 STANDARD

CE MARKING

14
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PAG®CAST IRON PIPE CUTTING TOOLS

PAG®CAST IRON PIPE INSTALLATION (between DN 50 - DN 200)

Manufactured as 3 m in standard length according to TS EN 877, it is possible to cut cast iron pipes in the desired 

length. Just as normal spiral cutting stones can be used for cutting the pipes, Pipe cutting bench of LW1401S 

model of MAKITA brand in the following picture, can be purchased with proper price for a smooth, guaranteed 

cutting without any microcracks.

Slide the entire coupling 

towards the edge of the pipe 

or fitting until the protrusion 

in the center of the gasket.

PROTECTING CUT EDGES

As the epoxy paint on the cut 

edges will disappear; it is

important to handle the same 

again in worksite environment so 

that the pipeline could be 

long-lasting.

There are three types of solutions 

offered for this;

-Repainting the edges with same 

type of epoxy paint

-Using edge protection spray

-Using edge protection band

Push the other pipe or fittings 

towards the other edge of the 

coupling.

 

"QQMZ� UPSRVF� XJUI� BO� BMMFO�

wrench until the locks con-

tact each other. Stop fixing 

when contact takes place.



for more



better cities...
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FIRE CLASSIFICATION TEST



CERTIFICATES
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*.#&%%*/(�$"45�*30/�1*1&4�*/�$0/$3&5&

In principle, cast iron pipes are easily embedded into 

concrete. There is no need for any special protection 

for this. Because, linear expansion coefficient of cast 

iron pipes (i.e. between 0,0105 mm/Mk..0 and 100°C) 

FRVBMT�UP�UIBU�PG�DPODSFUF�

In this application, standard PAG RAPİD couplings are 

used (same as those, used for in-building applications).

While cast iron pipes are imbedded into concrete; an 

BUUSBDUJWF�MJOF�NVTU�CF�GPSNFE�BT�JT�SFRVJSFE��

While PAG cast iron pipes are imbedded into the con-

crete, they must be suspended between reinforce-

ments with the help of console and pipe hanger cou-

plings. This application will at the same time fix the 

pipes when concrete is poured and prevent surface 

movement of the pipes. Filling the pipeline with water 

before poring the concrete is another additional appli-

cation to prevent this movement.

Important Note: SML type (in-building) cast iron pipes 

are not the type of pipes which are suitable for direct 

underground application. In the lines where the pipes 

are installed so as to contact directly with the soil; PAG 

RAPID INOX (wholly-stainless connecting clams 

including screws) must be used along with fittings and 

special cast iron pipes (KML), specially produced for 

underground that are reinforced with electro-galva-

nized coating.

Please refer to EN610 and EN752 standards for the 

JOTUSVDUJPOT�BOE�SFRVJSFNFOUT�SFHBSEJOH�EJSFDU�JOTUBMMB-

tion of cast iron pipes under the ground.

In raft foundation, when any PVC-based pipes are used 

instead of cast iron pipes; it must be definitely

envisaged that line blockage may take place due to 

fractures likely to occur during concreting and cast iron 

pipes must be strictly used in raft foundation.

Note: Special attention must be paid to perform the 

application in a way in which 5 cm concrete is placed 

around the pipes in raft foundation when cast iron 

pipes are used.

 



As the cast iron pipes are relatively heavier than 

PVC-based pipes, it is essential to pay maximum atten-

tion while performing pipe suspensions and use the 

correct suspension products.

HEAVY DUTY CLAMPS with Rubber are recommended 

for vertical and horizontal hanging of PAG cast iron

pipes. Heavy duty clamps with rubber are divided into 

two as heavy duty clamps with nut and heavy duty 

clamps with head.

Due to suspension convenience, we only recommend 

the primary usage of HEAVY DUTY CLAMPS WITH NUT. 

The table for suitable couplings regarding the type of 

cast iron pipes based on the external diameter of the 

pipes is presented below along with NORM Fixing codes

PAG cast iron pipes must definitely be fixed with a

coupling at every 2m as a minimum. Then the pipes can 

be fixed once or twice based on their diameter. If the 

suspension couplings are at least 10 cm more than 

cast-iron couplings, they can be applied at a distance 

of 75 cm. In horizontal lines, once again fixing must be 

ensured with heavy duty clamp at the turns (bend) and 

the points where branch is applied. In vertical lines, if 

POF�ŤPPS� JT� IJHIFS� UIBO����N� TVTQFOTJPO� DPVQMJOHT�

must be used for 2 times.

The diameters of the screw rods to be used in heavy 

duty clamp with nut or head are included in the  fore-

going table.

Cast iron pipe fixings must be as close to the wall as 

possible.

Besides, in order to reduce and take the load o pipeline, 

PAG branded VERTICAL PIPE SUPPORT ELEMENT and 

4611035�3*/(�NVTU�CF�VTFE�PO�UIF�ŤPPS�BMPOH�XJUI�

UIF� DPWFSJOH� PODF� JO� FWFSZ� �� ŤPPST�� 5IJT� XJMM� BMTP�

reduce the load on the suspension couplings 

FIXINGS

NORM Fixing
Heavy Duty Clamp
with head CODE

NAKC040 

NAKC047

NAKC065

NAKC095

NAKC110

NAKC140

NAKC180

NAKC250

NAKC300

NORM Fixing
Heavy Duty Clamp with nut

CODE

NASC040

NASC047

NASC065

NASC095

NASC110

NASC140

NASC180

NASC250

NASC300

Tightening
Range
[mm]

48-56

53-59

76-84

102-112

122-138

153-164

196-209

266-274

308-324

Cast Iron Pipe
Nominal
Diameter

DN50

DN50

DN70

DN100

DN125

DN150

DN200

DN250

DN300

Cast Iron Pipe
External
Diameter

[mm]

58

58

78

110

135

160

210

274

326

Diameter of rod
suitable for the
clamp [Metric]

M8

M8

M8

M8

M10

M10

M10

M10

M12
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SOUND REDUCTION IN PIPE FIXING

It is strictly recommended to use Heavy Load

Couplings with EPDM gasket as they will reduce struc-

tural (wall-based) sound in PAG cast iron suspension.

Heavy Load Coupling
with nut

Heavy Load Coupling
with head
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ELECTRICAL CONTINUITY

&BSUIJOH�JT�SFRVJSFE�TP�UIBU�BMM�PQFO�NFUBM�JUFNT�JO�UIF�

buildings do not pose any threat for human and 

employee health.

Cast iron PAG-branded pipes lack self earthing feature 

just as welded metal pipes do so. EPDM rubber leak-

proof gaskets inside the couplings prevents contact of 

cast iron pipes or fittings with each other.

)PXFWFS� JU� JT�OPU� SFRVJSFE�UP�VTF�DPOUJOVJUZ�QBSUT�PO�

PAG RAPID couplings.

As the PAG RAPİD couplings (when tightened) directly 

contact from either of the edges with cast iron pipes, 

they provide electrical sustainability. In this way, all 

potential risks have been removed thanks to the earth-

ing to be performed at the end of the line. 

ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION

Several designs were determined to specify green 

CVJMEJOH�SFRVJSFNFOUT�BMM�PWFS�UIF�XPSME�

Foremost among these, LEED (Leadership in Energy 

and Environmental Design) was created by American 

council of green buildings and it is a certification 

system that ensures rating of green buildings.

And the total highest potential point was determined to 

be 110.

PAG cast iron pipes and fittings provide support in 

many stages for obtaining a LEED certificate.

-&&%� W�� ����� TQFDJţFT� B� NBUFSJBM� SFRVJSFNFOU

SFHBSEJOH�UIF�NBUFSJBMT�SFRVJSFE�GPS�TBOJUBSZ�TZTUFN�

And this refers to the consideration of limit values for 

VOC – (Volatile Organic Compounds).

No volatile organic compound is released around since 

the internal and external paint and coatings of PAG cast 

iron wastewater pipes and fittings have completely 

been hardened once they have arrived the building 

where application will be made.

Another criteria is to do with increasing the points of 

LEED certificate; recyclable construction materials 

have an increasing effect on the Leed points. Inter alia, 

PAG SML cast iron pipes are not only produced from 

recycled materials but they also have an increasing 

impact on the recycling percentage of the buildings 

since the scrap centers accept them without any prob-

lem once they have been removed.

"OPUIFS�-&&%�SFRVJSFNFOU�JT�UP�EP�XJUI�UIF�DPOEJUJPO�

JO�XIJDI�JU�JT�SFRVJSFE�OPU�UP�DPOUSJCVUF�UP�UIF�JODSFBTF�

in noise level by construction materials. Just as in all 

other cast iron pipes, PAG cast iron pipe is the best 

choice to reduce wastewater-based  noises.

4 categories are available in LEED certificate:

- CERTIFIED (40-49 points)

- SILVER (50-59 points)

- GOLD (60-79 points)

- PLATINUM (80 + points)



VENTILATION LINES

A drainage pipe normally has a neutral air pressure in 

comparison to the atmosphere. When the wastewater 

ŤPXT�UISPVHI�UIF�QJQF�BOE�QVTIFT�UIF�BJS�JU�DSFBUFT�B�

positive pressure which must be released.

The objective of  ventilation line is to control the pres-

sure inside the pipe so that the formation of offensive 

odours from the wastes would be prevented.

According to EN12056-2, it is possible to discharge 

wastewater or grey water from a single line or individu-

BMMZ��5IF�QSFTTVSF�JT�DPOUSPMMFE�PWFS�UIF�BJS�ŤPX�EVSJOH�

discharge.

Ventilation lines must be installed so as to be parallel 

with wastewater lines.In this way, proper ventilation is 

ensured and potential offensive odours within the 

building are prevented.

There are 3 types of ventilation line options.

1-MAIN VENTILATION

Vertical pipes are pulled until the top of the roof, their 

edges are open to atmosphere.

2-DIRECT SIDE VENTILATION

In this type of ventilation, ventilation tasks of vertical 

pipe are relieved through a parallel line, which is con-

OFDUFE�UP�UIF�WFSUJDBM�QJQF�JO�FBDI�PG�UIF�ŤPPST�

3-INDIRECT SIDE VENTILATION

This refers to an additional ventilation pipe at the top 

edge of a connection pipe, which is either pulled from 

over the roof or that terminates in the main ventilation. 

Maximum discharge capacities are much higher than 

that of the main ventilation system.

Indirect side 
ventilation

Cleaning port at the
final point of very
dirty collection
service pipe 

Indirect side ventilation

Main
ventilation

Direct
Side ventilation

Direct side ventilation
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PRODUCTS

_ Pipes / fittings / couplings

SML pipes and fittings

_ Overview

Nominal
Diameter

DN

External Diameter Wall thickness Sealing
zone

t

Pipe weight Surface
area

m2

per m

empty
kg / m

full
kg / mDE

Tolerated
deviation
amount

e Pipes and fittings tolerance 

50 58 3,5 -0,5 30 4,33 6,4 0,18

70 78 +2 3,5 -0,5 35 5,9 9,9 0,25

100 110 3,5 -0,5 40 8,4 16,7 0,35

125 135 +2 4,0 -0,5 45 11,8 24,5 0,42

150 160 -2 4,0 -0,5 50 14,1 32,2 0,50

200 210
+2,5

-2,5

5,0 -1,0 60 23,1 54,5 0,65

250 274 5,5 -1,0 70 33,3 87,6 0,85

300 326 6,0 -1,0 80 43,2 120,6 1,02

PIPE L=3000 MM DN kg/Product Article No:

50 13,0 P-17905

70 17,7 P-17909

80 18,0 P-17906

100 25,2 P-17910

125 35,4 P-17911

150 42,2 P-17913

200 69,3 P-18871

250 99,8 P-18872

300 129,7 P-18356

#&/%���l DN kg/Product Article No: x

50 0,4 P-11270 40

70 0,6 P-11269 45

80 0,8 P-19945 45

100 1,0 P-10041 50

125 1,8 P-11268 60

150 2,6 P-11267 65

200 4,6 P-19844 80

#&/%���l DN kg/Product Article No: x

100 1,3 P-25964 50

24



#&/%�8*5)�-0/(���l�#&/% DN kg/Product Article No: X1 X2 K

70 2,2 P-10105 250 60 190

100 3,5 P-10101 250 70 180

#&/%���l DN kg/Product Article No: x

50 0,5 P-11266 45
70 0,7 P-10042 50
80 0,8 P-19946 50

100 1,3 P-10043 60
125 2,1 P-11265 70
150 3,0 P-11264 80
200 5,4 P-19845 95
250 8,0 P-10045 110
300 14,0 P-10048 130

#&/%���l DN kg/Product Article No: x

50 0,5 P-10050 50
70 0,9 P-10067 60
80 0,8 P-13875 60

100 1,6 P-10073 70
125 2,3 P-10076 80
150 3,5 P-10079 90
200 5,7 P-10082 110
250 10,3 P-18242 130
300 16,5 P-10096 155

#&/%���l DN kg/Product Article No: x

50 0,7 P-19709 65

70 1,1 P-10112 75

100 1,9 P-10113 90

125 2,9 P-11263 105

150 4,1 P-11262 120

200 7,7 P-10115 145

#&/%���l DN kg/Product Article No: x

50 0,7 P-10118 75

70 1,2 P-10121 90

80 1,4 P-13876 95

100 2,1 P-10125 110

125 3,2 P-10129 125

150 4,3 P-10131 145

200 8,8 P-18241 180

#&/%�8*5)�-0/(����l�-&( DN kg/Product Article No: X1 X2 K

70 2,5 P-10108 250 90 160

100 3,6 P-10109 250 110 140

%06#-&�#&/%���l DN kg/Product Article No: X1 X2 X3

50 1,0 P-19115 50 100 121

70 1,8 P-19986 60 120 145

80 1,8 P-19985 60 120 145

100 3,2 P-10152 70 140 170

125 4,3 P-10151 80 160 195

150 6,2 P-10154 90 180 219
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��l�#&/%�8*5)�453"*()5�-*/& DN kg/Product Article No: X1 X2 X3

100 4,8 P-10032 70 312 291

125 6,4 P-10037 80 322 308

150 8,7 P-10039 90 334 326

8$�#&/%� X DN kg/Product Article No:

150
80 mm 1,7 P-25963

100 mm 2,6 P-25711

4*/(-&�#3"/$)���l DN kg/Product Article No: X1 X2 X3 L

50 x 50 1,4 P-17017 50 135 135 185

70 x 50 1,6 P-10002 40 150 150 190

80 x 50 1,8 P-19756 40 150 150 190

70 x 70 2,1 P-10028 55 160 160 215

80 x 80 2,4 P-13878 45 135 135 180

100 x 50 2,3 P-10029 35 165 165 200

100 x 70 3,0 P-10030 50 185 185 235

100 x 80 3,1 P-13877 50 170 170 220

100 x 100 4,4 P-10033 70 205 205 275

125 x 50 3,2 P-11301 20 185 185 205

125 x 70 4,0 P-11302 40 200 200 240

125 x 80 4,4 P-23831 51 189 189 240

125 x 100 5,0 P-10034 60 220 220 280

125 x 125 6,1 P-10035 80 240 240 320

150 x 70 5,3 P-11300 30 215 215 245

150 x 80 5,9 P-21002 115 140 105 220

150 x 100 6,5 P-10060 55 240 240 295

150 x 125 7,2 P-10061 70 255 255 325

150 x 150 8,3 P-10062 90 265 265 355

200 x 80 8,5 P-25958 15 240 240 255

200 x 100 10,0 P-11299 40 265 265 305

200 x 125 11,6 P-11298 55 280 280 335

200 x 150 13,3 P-10063 75 300 300 375

200 x 200 17,2 P-11297 115 340 340 455

250 x 100 13,6 P-10064 15 310 310 325

250 x 125 16,3 P-10065 35 335 335 370

250 x 150 20,2 P-18246 55 350 350 405

250 x 200 20,4 P-10068 90 385 385 475

250 x 250 31,5 P-10071 130 430 430 560

300 x 100 22,0 P-19836 5 345 345 350

300 x 125 23,0 P-10072 15 360 360 375

300 x 150 26,9 P-19837 35 380 380 415

300 x 200 30,0 P-10074 70 440 415 485

300 x 250 36,9 P-10075 115 465 465 580

300 x 300 48,2 P-10077 155 505 505 660
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4*/(-&�#3"/$)���l DN kg/Product Article No: X1 X2 X3 L

50 x 50 0,9 P-24870 55 80 80 135

70 x 50 1,0 P-24869 55 90 90 145

70 x 70 1,2 P-22405 70 100 100 170

100 x 50 1,9 P-10080 55 110 100 155

100 x 70 2,4 P-10081 70 120 110 180

100 x 100 2,9 P-10083 85 130 130 215

125 x 100 3,9 P-11257 85 145 140 225

200 x 100 8,6 P-21109 85 185 170 255

200 x 200 12,2 P-10084 140 225 225 365

4*/(-&�#3"/$)���l DN kg/Product Article No: X1 X2 X3 L

50 x 50 1,1 P-11296 79 80 66 145

70 x 50 1,3 P-10086 83 90 72 155

80 x 50 1,6 P-19757 85 90 75 160

70 x 70 1,7 P-10087 97 95 83 180

80 x 80 1,9 P-13880 95 95 85 180

100 x 50 2,1 P-10088 94 105 76 170

100 x 70 2,4 P-10089 102 110 88 190

100 x 80 2,6 P-13879 100 110 90 190

100 x 100 2,9 P-10090 115 115 105 220

125 x 50 3,0 P-11295 98 120 82 180

125 x 70 3,6 P-10097 107 125 93 200

125 x 80 4,4 P-23992 105 125 100 205

125 x 100 4,0 P-11294 125 130 110 235

125 x 125 4,6 P-19841 137 135 123 260

150 x 50 4,4 P-10095 100 140 100 200

150 x 100 4,7 P-10099 130 145 115 245

150 x 125 6,2 P-19842 147 150 128 275

150 x 150 6,9 P-19843 158 155 142 300

200 x 100 7,5 P-10091 145 175 125 270

100x100x100 3,8 P-21186 70 130 130 215

%06#-&�#3"/$)���l DN kg/Product Article No: X1 X2 X3 L

%06#-&�#3"/$)���l DN kg/Product Article No: X1 X2 X3 L

100x100x100 3,6 P-20463 85 130 130 215

125x50x50 2,7 P-10134 56 120 110 166

125x100x100 5,0 P-28476 85 145 140 225
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%06#-&�#3"/$)���l DN kg/Product Article No: X1 X2 X3 L

100x50x50 2,2 P-11288 100 80 105 180

100x70x70 3,0 P-20619 102 88 110 190

100x80x80 2,8 P-25959 110 110 120 205

100x100x100 3,9 P-10138 120 120 120 230

125x100x100 5,0 P-19846 130 115 135 245

150x100x100 7,1 P-19847 130 115 145 245

$03/&3�#3"/$)���l DN kg/Product Article No: X1 X2 X3 L

100x70x70 2,7 P-17480 95 85 95 180

100x80x80 3,4 P-25961 110 110 95 205

100x100x100 3,8 P-10146 115 120 105 220

150x100x100 6,1 P-21826 130 130 145 245

REDUCER DN kg/Product Article No: A L

70/50 0,7 P-10139 10 75

80/50 0,7 P-13884 13 80

100/50 0,9 P-10140 25 80

100/70 0,9 P-10142 16 85

100/80 1,1 P-13882 14 90

125/50 1,4 P-19856 38,5 85

125/70 1,6 P-10144 28,5 90

125/80 1,6 P-23833 26,0 95

125/100 1,8 P-10145 12,5 95

150/50 2,0 P-23333 51 95

150/70 2,2 P-11282 41 100

150/80 2,2 P-20676 39 100

150/100 2,4 P-10147 25 105

150/125 2,6 P-10149 12,5 110

200/100 4,1 P-18654 50 115

200/125 4,1 P-19762 37,5 120

200/150 4,3 P-18243 25 125

250/150 6,8 P-18244 57 140

250/200 7,0 P-18245 32 145

300/150 10,7 P-19125 83 150

300/200 11,4 P-20816 58 160

300/250 12,4 P-19126 26 170

0'4&5�	4�#&/%
 DN kg/Product A L

100

65 mm 2,5 P-11261

130 mm 3,4 P-11258

200 mm 4,5 P-19834
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PLUG DN kg/Product Article No: x

50 0,3 P-11284 30

70 0,4 P-11287 35

80 0,45 P-13888 35

100 0,8 P-10150 40

125 1,1 P-19114 45

150 1,6 P-11290 50

200 3,1 P-19850 60

250 6,0 P-19851 70

300 9,5 P-21633 80

%08/1*1&�#3"$,&5 DN kg/Product Article No: D L

50 1,3 P-19852 87 200

70 1,8 P-11276 106 200

80 1,6 P-13887 118 220

100 2,7 P-10106 145 200

125 3,0 P-11275 170 200

150 4,0 P-11274 195 200

200 5,9 P-20499 245 200

250 18,7 P-19854 340 300

300 24,0 P-19855 390 300

#&"3*/(�'03�%08/1*1& DN kg/Product Article No: D1 D2 A B C

50 0,8 P-10104 61 93 195 148 25

70 1,0 P-10024 81 114 215 166 26

80 1,0 P-24013 87 133 218 175 19

100 1,4 P-10027 115 147 250 202 28

125 1,5 P-21139 138 171 275 224 28

150 2,0 P-21918 163 199 300 252 30

200 3,0 P-21237 215 250 360 310 30

CLEANING PIPE COVER -CIRCULAR DN kg/Product Article No: H d1 d2 L

50 2,3 P-13226 59 53 105 190

70 2,8 P-10133 69 73 125 210

80 3,1 P-13885 71 73 125 210

100 4,8 P-10135 84 104 159 260

CLEANING PIPE COVER-RECTENGULAR DN kg/Product Article No: H G d A F L

100 7,0 P-10122 83 160 100 200 230 340

125 10,0 P-10128 101 190 125 225 255 370

150 12,8 P-10130 112 215 150 250 280 395

200 25,2 P-18468 137 265 200 300 330 465

250 36,5 P-18469 170 330 259 350 426 570

300 51,0 P-18471 195 380 309 400 476 640
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CLEANING PLUG DN kg/Product Article No: L

50 0,22 P-42198 47

70 0,59 P-42199 71

80 0,6 P-43199 75

100 1,18 P-42200 77

125 1,70 P-42201 77

150 2,40 P-42202 80

200 5,00 P-42203 87



SIPHON-TRAP DN kg/Product Article No: I h X1 X2 X3 X4 W

50Vertical-horizontal 2,9 P-20182 190 250 182 68 122 68 60

70 5,8 P-20170 265 293 200 93 172 93 60

80 5,8 P-23848 265 293 200 93 172 93 60

100 9,5 P-17988 325 392 282 110 215 110 100

125 13,0 P-19859 390 446 316 130 260 130 100

150 21,8 P-20191 470 493 348 145 325 145 100

200 38,4 P-20177 600 600 420 180 400 200 100

CLEAN OUT DN kg/Product Article No: A B E F H X Y

100 4 ±1 AD-529 100 162 - 84 60 - -
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PAG COUPLINGS - PAG PRESSURE COUPLINGS

31

WHERE TO USE WHICH COUPLING?

PAG RAPID COUPLING

PAG INOX RAPID COUPLING

RECORD PRESSURE COUPLING

$0.#*�13&4463&�$061-*/(

GRIP COUPLING

GRIP COUPLING

UNIVERSAL COUPLING

KONFIX

W2

W5

W1

W1

W2

INOX

W2

EPDM

MATERIAL */�#6*-%*/( IN-
CONCRETE UNDERGROUND SWITCH

TO PVC
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PAG RAPID are with a single bolt in all diameters. Tork 

must be applied until locking parts contact with each 

other. Tightening process must be ended when locking 

parts contact with each other.

*U� JT� QPTTJCMF� UP�QFSGPSN� SBUIFS� B� RVJDL�NPOUBHF� BOE�

EFNPOUBHF��'JSF�QSPUFDUJPO� SFRVJSFNFOUT�PSEFSFE�CZ�

the standards, are met.

EPDM gaskets produced in accordance with MPA

certified EN 681-1 standard ensure high sealing

characteristics for PAG RAPID couplings.

In this respect, all couplings warrant the level, identified 

in Section 5.4.2. Gas and Water Tightness in EN 12056.

 

Coupling Body: W2 – STAINLESS STEEL (304)

In compliance with 1.4510/1.4511 EN 10088-2

Clamping Unit: 1.4301 or 1.4510/1.4511 stainless

Bolts and nuts: Nickel cadmium coated steel bolt and nut

Gasket: EPDM (in compliance with EN 681-1) MPA certified

Pressure value: DN50-DN200:0,5 bar

NBR gasket is recommended for wastewaters containing petrol

and wastes. 

In dimaters DN250 and DN300, PAG RAPID INOX COUPLING

is provided. 

Place of Application: Pipelines inside the building

PAG RAPID COUPLING

Art.Nr./Code Screw~D
[mm]

~H
[mm]

~L
[mm]

Pmax

[bar]

P-20903

P-20904

P-20905

P-20906

P-20907

P-20908

P-27193

DN

50

70

80

100

125

150

200

70

90

95

125

147

172

227

80

100

105

135

162

187

244

40

40

40

46

55

55

70

0,5

0,5

0,5

0,5

0,5

0,5

0,5

M8

M8

M8

M8

M8

M8

M10

/PUF��1MFBTF�BQQMZ�B�UJHIUFOJOH�UPSRVF�VOUJM�UIF�UXP�FEHFT�PG�MPDLJOH�QBSUT�UPVDIFT�FBDI�PUIFS�

Hexagonal socket
bolt with washer

Square
nut

Closure
unit

Collar

Sealin sleeve

European production

plants of PAG RAPID

couplings are member

of IZEG and GEG.



These couplings are especially suggested for the instal-

lations near the sea water where humidty is high and 

underground wastewater pipelines where the pipes 

have a direct contact with the land. When KML pipes 

are to be used, PAG RAPID INOX couplings must 

definitely be used for connection.

Coupling Body: W5 - STAINLESS STEEL (316)

In compliance with 1.4571 EN 10088-2

Locking Parts: 1.4571 stainless

Bolt and nut: A4 stainless

Gasket: EPDM (in compliance with EN 681-1 ) MPA certified

Pressure value: DN50-DN200:0,5 bar

DN250-DN300:0,3 bar

NBR gasket is recommended for wastewaters containing petrol and

wastes

Place of Application: Underground pipelines (along with KML pipe and fittings)

PAG RAPID INOX COUPLING

DN Screw~D
[mm]

~H
[mm]

~L
[mm]

Pmax

[bar]

50

70

80

100

125

150

200

250

300

70

90

95

125

147

172

227

293

345

80

100

105

135

162

187

244

306

360

40

40

40

46

55

55

70

96

96

0,5

0,5

0,5

0,5

0,5

0,5

0,5

0,3

0,3

M8

M8

M8

M8

M8

M8

M10

M10

M10

/PUF��1MFBTF�BQQMZ�B�UJHIUFOJOH�UPSRVF�VOUJM�UIF�UXP�FEHFT�PG�MPDLJOH�QBSUT�UPVDIFT�FBDI�PUIFS�

Hexagonal socket
bolt with washer

Square
nut

Kilitleme
parçası

Closure
unit

Sealin sleeve

European production

plants of PAG RAPID

couplings are member

of IZEG and GEG.
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Art.Nr./Code

P-21862

P-21863

P-21864

P-29651

P-21866

P-29652

P-21868

P-25785

P-25786
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Under which conditions PAG PRESSURE COUPLINGS 

must be used?

Available for use in pipelines in accumulation areas.

-Available for use at the points where the rainwater 

pipelines produce excessive loads.

-Pressure couplings must definitely be used in the lines 

UIBU�QBTT�UISPVHI�TFWFSBM�HSPVOE�ŤPPST�XJUIPVU�UBLJOH�

any branch duct.

-Available for use with the pipelines, which are fed with 

wastewater pumps and where the pressure is high.

�*U�JT�OPU�SFRVJSFE�UP�UBLF�BOZ�NFBTVSFT�VQ�UP�%/����JO�

wastewater pipes until 0,5 bar. However, pressure

couplings must be definitely used at BENDing points in 

DN200 lines, included in high building category.

-Wastewater pipelines attached to mixed water sewage 

lines must be strictly reinforced with PAG RECORD 

Pressure Coupling.

-Available for use in wastewater pipelines installed 

under underground water level.

PAG  RECORD PRESSURE COUPLING

Hexagonal
socket bolt with
fine pitch thread

Guiding
plate

Guiding plate

Threaded
plate

Threaded
plate

Housing

Grip ring insert
(hardened)

European production

plants of PAG RAPID

couplings are member

of IZEG and GEG.

DN ScrewA
[mm]

~D
[mm]

~L
[mm]

Torque
[Nm]

Pressure
[bar]

50

70

80

100

125

150

200

21

21

21

25

25

25

30

75

95

95

135

160

185

235

69

69

69

87

95

95

111

12 - 15

12 - 15

12 - 15

25 - 30

30 - 35

30 - 35

60 - 65

M8

M8

M8

M10

M10

M10

M12

10

10

10

10

5

5

3

Art.Nr./Code

P-21855

P-21856

P-21861

P-21857

P-21858

P-21859

P-21860

If a pressure amount above 0,5 bar is expected 
from the pipeline, it is enough to use pressure
coupling only at turns (roundups) at elbowing 
points. You must strictly use PAG RECORD
Pressure Coupling if a pressure amount above 0,5 
bar is expected.

PAG RAPID COUPLINGS have a pressure resistance up 

to 0,5 bar. (0,3 bar in DN250 and DN300) Axial load 

above this is obtained through additional protection of 

PAG RECORD pressure couplings or PAG RECORD 

COMBI pressure couplings. In this way, a pressure 

resistance up to 10 bar is obtained between DN50- 

DN100. (Please see the Table).



Axial pressure safety couplings used especially in 

wastewater and rainwater lines.

While used with rapid coupling in terms of their design, 

they can also be used with CV type couplings.

1"(�$0.#*�13&4463&�$061-*/(4

Art.Nr./Code ScrewA
[mm]

~D
[mm]

~L
[mm]

Torque
[Nm]

Pressure
[bar]

P-25600

P-25601

P-25605

P-25602

P-25603

P-25604

DN

50

70

80

100

125

150

22

22

22

22

23,5

23,5

81

102

110

136

162

186

72

72

72

82

93

93

18 - 20

18 - 20

18 - 20

28 - 30

28 - 30

33 - 35

M8

M8

M8

M10

M10

M10

10

10

10

10

5

5

Just as they can be used with rapid coupling, they can 

also be used with CV couplings.

5IFZ�BSF�SFDPNNFOEFE�UP�CF�VTFE�XIFO�JU�JT�SFRVJSFE�

to resist to high loads.

PAG UNIVERSAL PRESSURE COUPLING

DN ScrewA
[mm]

~D
[mm]

~H
[mm]

Pressure
[bar]

RAPID CV/CE

50

70

100

125

150

200

250

300

77

77

97

97

97

113

139

139

85

100

130

165

185

240

305

400

105

120

150

195

215

270

335

490

M8

M8

M8

M8

M8

M10

M10

M10

10

10

10

10

5

5

3

3

5

5

5

5

5

5

3

3
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Art.Nr./Code

P-19990

P-19992

P-19994

P-19995

P-19996

P-19997

P-23196

P-23197
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3FGFST� UP� UIF�&1%.�QJFDF� UIBU� JT� SFRVJSFE� UP�CF�DPO-

nected to a different type of pipe with a different 

dimension (PVC or steel) from PAG SML pipe or fittings.

Coupling is carried out with NORMA CLAMP with 12 

mm band width. Ensures high sealing.

Application: Cast iron pipe is installed to the open side 

of Konfix and it is tightened with a clamp. PVC pipe is 

placed once the closed part is cut and removed.

KONFIX-For connecting to PVC pipes

DN D1
[mm]

D3
[mm]

50

70

80

100

125

72

92

108

128

145

56

75

90

110

126

D4
[mm]

30

41

58

78

90

D5
[mm]

67,5

86,5

93

118

145

D7
[mm]

57

77

81

108

132

L1
[mm]

63

77

88

95

103

L3
[mm]

19

19

19

21

26

L8
[mm]

19

24

23

23

27

PVC Transition 
piece implementation

PVC Pipe

Cast Iron

Art.Nr./Code

P-18240

P-19120

P-19999

P-18656

P-19121



EN 877 
Cast iron pipes and fittings-Joints and accessories used for discharge of water from buildings-
 

This standard covers the parts of cast iron pipelines, used in the construction of water drain systems in the 
buildings and normal gravity systems. Nominal size range is from DN 40 to DN 600 (including). This 
standard specifies material specifications along with the dimensions and tolerances, mechanical 
specifications, appearances and standard coatings of cast iron pipes, fittings and accessories. 

Furthermore, it also determines the performance properties for all parts that also includes joints. As well 
as related joints, this standard further includes the fabrication of casting parts along with pipes, fittings 
and accessories manufactured or cast with any casting process.

Issues within the scope of ISO 6594 International Standard are mentioned. The biggest difference is the 
addition of finished product performance and specifications for the fittings.

1 Scope
This standard covers the parts of cast iron pipelines, used in the construction of water drain systems in the 
buildings and normal gravity systems. Nominal size range is from DN 40 to DN 600 (including). This 
standard specifies material specifications along with the dimensions and tolerances, mechanical 
specifications, appearances and standard coatings of cast iron pipes, fittings and accessories. 
Furthermore, it also determines the performance properties for all parts that also includes joints. As well 
as related joints, this standard further includes the fabrication of casting parts along with pipes, fittings 
and accessories manufactured or cast with any casting process.

3 Tariffs
Following tariffs are implemented for the purpose of this standard.  
3.1 Drain system for the buildings refers to the pipes, fittings, accessories and joints that are used for 
collecting and discharging wastewaters and rain waters from a building. This system consists of drain, 
ventilation and rain pipes installed within the border of, or conjointly with a building.
4.2.6 Pipe accuracy
When measured pursuant to Article 5.2.5, the highest deviation in pipe accuracy may be:
-0,15% for the lengths regarding nominal sizes higher DN 70; and
�����GPS�UIF�OPNJOBM�TJ[FT�FRVBM�UP�PS�MPXFS�UIBO�%/����
4.2.8 Pipe Lengths
Normally the pipes must be manufactured as 3 m in length.
Note – Other lengths are available and stated with special marks based on the agreement by and between 
the manufacturer and the customer.
When measured pursuant to Article 5.2.7, pipe lengths must remain within ±20 mm tolerances.
4.2.11 Angles of Fittings
With a design tolerance of ±2 ,  fittings must be designed in the angles specified below. 
Bends : 15, 22, 30, 45, 68, 88,
Single/double Branches: 45, 68, 88

4.6 Coatings for the pipes, fittings and accessories
4.6.1 General cast iron parts must be coated from inside and outside. Before coating, surfaces must be 
dry, rust-free and there must be no materials to prevent adhesion as well as other materials (e.g., oil, 
grease).
In coating application systems, natural contact points are allowed.
These coatings must become adhesive when they are exposed to temperatures likely to increase up to 
100°C. They must maintain an acceptable appearance up to the installation and must be available for final 
external coating. 
Manufacturer should state the smallest thicknesses of dry inner and outer coatings applied in the 
manufacturing area and indicate the compliance of the same respectively with Article 4.6.2 and Article 
4.6.3. Note – Special terms and conditions for the coatings of embedded systems established outside the 
building as well as the rain water systems are provided in Article 4.8.3 and Article 4.9.2 respectively.
4.6.2 When inner coatings are subjected to test pursuant to Article 5.7.2, inner coating materials must 
comply with the following specifications:
-Resistance to salt spray: Minimum 350 hours pursuant to ISO 7253
-Wastewater resistance: Minimum 30 days at 23°C
-Chemical resistance (pH2 - pH12): Minimum 30 days at 23°C
When tested pursuant to Article  5.7.2, inner coating of the finished product must comply with the 
following specifications:
- Dry coating thickness: Minimal thickness, applied in the manufacturing area, which is smaller than 4000 
µm (other than special coatings for special applications) and that is specified by the manufacturer as a 
minimum (Article 4.6.1).
- Adhesion : In compliance with level 1 pursuant to EN ISO 2409
-Hot water resistance: 24 hours at 95°C
-Resistance to temperature cycle: 1500 cycles between 15°C and 93°C.

4.6.3 Outer Coatings
Outer coatings on the finished products, which are considered as the basic layer must not be easily 
ŤBNNBCMF�BOE�TIPVMEOōU�DPOUBJO�QPJTPOPVT�IFBWZ�NFUBMT�
When tested pursuant to Article 5.7.3, outer coating materials must comply with the following 
specifications.
- Color : Three-colored coordinates, specified in ISO 7724-1, ISO 7724-2 and ISO 7724-3 as well as tariff  
L= 37; a= 24; b= 16; E= 4,0 (approximately red-tinged brown)
- Unification with other paints: Paints, which are normally used on metallic structures
�3FTJTUBODF�UP�DPNCVTUJPO��/PU�FBTJMZ�ŤBNNBCMF�XIFO�FYQPTFE�UP�BO�FYUFSOBM�ŤBNF�
When tested pursuant to Article 5.7.3, outer coatings of final product must comply with the following 
specifications.
- Dry coating thickness: Minimal thickness, applied in the manufacturing area by the manufacturer  
(Article 4.6.1)
- In compliance with Level 2 pursuant to EN ISO 2409.
 
4.7 Joints
4.7.1 General joints,
Refer to the main components of drainage system of the manufacturer. In compliance with this standard 

these must ensure the correct connection between the pipes and/or fittings and accessories.
Different fittings design to fulfil the characteristics of this standard are allowed in consideration of 
EJŢFSFOU�BQQMJDBUJPOT�SFHBSEJOH�DBTU�JSPO�QJQFMJOF�TZTUFNT��+PJOUT�NBZ�CF�FRVJQQFE�XJUI�POF�PS�NPSF�UIBO�
one elastomeric gaskets in order to ensure sealing and prevent contact of part edges with each other. 
4.7.2 Dimensions the width of sealing parts of joints must not exceed the size of 2 T, included in Figure 1 
and Schedule 2. All dimensions of joints are limited with the sizes and angles of fittings.
Pictures of the joints should provide the main dimensions and tolerances of joints and parts thereof.

4.8 Embedded systems
4.8.1 General Article
4.8.2 – Along with the amendments included in Article 4.8.4, the following characteristics included in 
Article 4.2 - Article 4.7 are applied. Refer to Article 4.10.2 for branding. 4.8.2 Dimension. Dimensions must 
be as provided in Schedule 1. Note- Other dimensions included in Annex A, are allowed based on the 
agreement, executed by and between the manufacturer and the customer. 
4.8.3 Outer Coatings
4.8.3.1 General Article. Rather than those, specified in 4.6.3, Coatings, in compliance with Article 4.8.3.2 
or Article 4.8.3.3 are used. Pipes and fittings, coated in this way, can be embedded in contact with most 
of the grounds. More information is included about the usage areas of these embedded systems in Annex 
A.
Applied coatings must be intensive and perpetual and free of defects such as gaps and non-adhesiveness.
4.8.3.2 Pipes
The pipes must have an outer coating that consists of a metallic zinc layer, which was coated with a final 
paint layer in compliance with zinc. Zinc layer must be free from rust and foreign articles such as oil or 
grease that prevent adhesion and that must be applied by spraying on the oxidized pipe surfaces. Final 
layer of the paint can be applied with another proper method.
When tested pursuant to Article 5.9.2; average mass of the zinc in unit area shouldn’t be less than 130 
g/m2 with minimum 110 g/m2 locally. Basic dry film thickness of the last layer shouldn’t be less than 70 
N�XJUI�NJOJNVN����N�MPDBMMZ��*U�JT�QPTTJCMF�UP�BQQMZ�UIJOOFS�UIJDLOFTTFT�PO�UIF�ţOF�NJTU�[JOD�	BT�JO�ŤBNF�
spray) when tar paints are used together with other paints.
4.8.3.3 Fittings and accessories
'JUUJOHT�BOE�BDDFTTPSJFT�NVTU�IBWF�DPBUJOHT�XIJDI�BSF�TJNJMBS�UP�UIBU�PG�UIF�QJQFT�JO�DPMPS�BOE�FRVBM�UP�
NJOJNVN�UIBU�PG�UIF�QJQFT�JO�RVBMJUZ�	F�H��[JOD�SJDI�QBJOUT�JO�XIJDI�����PG�UIF�ESZ�ţMN�DPOTJTUT�PG�[JOD�BT�
a mass or epoxy resin-based coatings). Note – See the note in Article 4.8.3.2.
4.8.4 Joints
4.8.4.1Materials. all parts of couplings and couplings must be made of cast iron (Article 4.7.3) and coated 
QVSTVBOU�UP�"SUJDMF���������PS�NJOJNVN������DISPNF�BOE�����OJDLFM�BVTUFOJUJD�TUBJOMFTT�TUFFM�PS�FRVBM�
or proper material with resistance in compliance with EN 10088-1, EN 10088-2 and EN 10088-3. 
4.8.4.2 Water tightness. Internal hydrostatic pressures, included in line a) and b) of Schedule 4 may be 
limited with 1 bar only for the joints used in embedded systems.
5.4.4 Tensile Strength Test Validity 
5.4.4.1 Gray cast iron pipes and fittings; Method A (Article 5.4.2) the results of tensile tests must comply 
with the specifications in Schedule 3. However, the tests will be considered to be valid when the following 
conditions are met.
- For the pipes: The average of three values, obtained on one-day manufacture must be at least 200 MPa 
and maximum one value must be between 180-200 MPa. 
For the fittings: All values must be at least 150 MPa.
3BUIFS� UIBO� UIF�RVBMJUZ�PG�DBTU� JSPO�B� UFTU�DBO�CF�DBODFMMFE�XIFO�XSPOH� SFTVMUT�BSF�PCUBJOFE� GPS� UIF�
following reasons 
- Incorrect connection of test piece or incorrect operation of test machine,
- Incorrect processing of test piece,
- Casting defects arising with the test piece before or after breakage.
Under these conditions, a test piece must be taken from the same casting and defective test results must 
be cancelled.
5.7.2.4 Coating Thickness
Coating thickness tests must be conducted by using the test instruments in Method 6, specified in ISO 
2808 in consideration of the following procedures.
- For the pipe: Average of at least 10 measurements (apart from 20-mm parts from the edges) 
- For the fitting: Average of at least five measurements, performed on the different parts of the fitting or 
surface of the standard panel (EN 605), exposed to the same coating process. Values obtained thereof 
must be higher than the lowest thickness, specified and applied on site by the manufacturer and less than 
400 m (Article 4.6.2) other than special application.  

Annex F (Informative)
General information about the properties of some finished products
F.1 Mechanical strength and stability. Cast iron finished products in compliance with this standard have 
very good mechanical properties (Schedule 3). These products must be as stable as (Schedule 1) to 
withstand abnormal tensions, envisaged under normal operating conditions (e.g., accidents, strokes and 
vandalism acts). These products must not be affected from excessive heat changes and impaired in time.
F.2 Fire Safety. Cast iron finished products in compliance with this standard are non-combustible and 
OPO�ŤBNNBCMF�QSPEVDUT��8IFO�UIFZ�BSF�FYQPTFE�UP�ţSF�UIFZ�LFFQ�UIFJS�GVODUJPOBM�QSPQFSUJFT�JOUFHSJUZ�
GPS� TFWFSBM� IPVST�� GPS� JOTUBODF� JOUFSOBM�XBMMT� BSF�ŤBNF�BOE�HBT�QSPPG� BOE� UIFSF�PDDVST�OP� GSBDUVSFT�
distortion and significant deformations.
Furthermore, manufacturer can prove fire resistance of these connections in compliance with EN 1366-3.
F.3 Hygiene, health and environment. Products in compliance with this standard ensures high-level of 
sealing for internal walls and joints under any usage conditions (Schedule 4). These products are 
non-poisonous; they do not contain compounds, which are detrimental to the health and hygiene of the 
employees and the residents of the building. Besides, these products can completely be used again 
without generating any permanent wastes.
F.4 Sound protection. Cast iron piping systems ensures significant amount of sound reduction benefits 
while discharging water from the buildings based on their high masses per unit area in addition to their 
KPJOU�EFTJHO�DIBSBDUFSJTUJDT��"EEJUJPOBM�QSPUFDUJPO�JT�OPU�SFRVJSFE�BT�B�SVMF�
There is no available European standard until the publication date of this standard for the evaluation of 
the sound caused by wastewater pipe systems, established with common test mechanisms and test 
methods.
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Bearing for downpipe Down Pipe Bracket Downpipe bracket and bearing

Plug Cleaning Plug Cleaning pipe cover(Rectangle) Cleaning pipe cover (Circular)

Rapid CouplingReducer Siphon Konfix

15° Bend 22° Bend 30° Bend 45° Bend

88° Bend 45° Double BranchDouble Bend 45° Single Branch

88° Single Branch 88° Double Branch Corner Branch WC Bend



INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS
PAG® Rapid Coupling 

PAG® Pressure Coupling

39

Produced in modern factory in compliance 
with EN877 standard, PAG cast iron pipes 
and fittings passed all tests, ordered by the 
standard successfully once again. Fittings 
and pipes are connected to each other with 
PAG-branded MPA certified EPDM rubber 
containing couplings and PAG pipes are 
easily cut in the lengths desired by the 
installator. It is suggested to apply a protec-
tion band to the edges of recently cut pipes 
in order to increase corrosion resistance.
For the usage of vertical pipe support 
elements in buildings with more than 5 
ŤPPST�WFSUJDBM�QJQFT�NVTU�CF�SFJOGPSDFE�XJUI�
a vertical pipe support element and ring 
against downfall. As for higher buildings, a 
vertical pipe support element and ring must 
CF�BQQMJFE�JO�FWFSZ��UI�ŤPPS�JO�QSPQPSUJPO�UP�
UIF�OVNCFS�PG�ŤPPST�

Use of fixing couplings
In vertical and horizontal lines, the pipes 
must be fixed in every 2 meters with a heavy 
load fixing coupling. Moreover, the line must 
strictly be fixed in every direction change in 
horizontal lines and where Branch is used.

Use of pressure coupling 
Wastewater lines are designed so as to be 
sloped and free from pressure. However, 
pressure formation is possible in certain 
cases. Pipe couplings are designed accord-
ing to a pressure rate between 0 and 0,5 bar.
As a precaution, it is essential to connect, 
store and fix pipe pieces as frictional axial 
force. However, potential cases above 0.5 
bar where internal pressure is likely to take 
place are stated below.
-Rain water pipes
-Pipes in storage areas
-Pressure feeding pipes in wastewater lifting 
FRVJQNFOU
*O�DBTFT�PG�BEEJUJPOBM�QSFTTVSF�SFRVJSFNFOU�
in cast iron pipes and fittings, we recom-
mend “reinforced pressure coupling.” These 
couplings are coated over normal rapid 
couplings and their spiked structures ensure 
that they are attached stronger to the pipe, 
thus they secure the system up to a potential 
pressure of 10 bar. It is enough to use this 
coupling especially in cast iron roundups, 
turns and at the points where bending is 
performed.

Rain water DN 50 wastewater

Rapid for warpape

To ductl

Inlet

Sewage pump point

Ventilation up to
the top of the roof

Pressure Coupling 
in case of pressure
above 0,5 bar 

 Lifting system, DN 70

Pressure
Coupling

Optional:
Ventilation is
connected to the
main ventilation

Edge of the road  
pressure ares 

 
Rapid  for rainwater
pipes

DN 100 wastewater 




